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Unit title Responding to a Brief  Key to lesson types 

Guided learning 
hours 120  AW Assignment 

writing 
RS Revision 

session 

Number of 
lessons 40  GS Guest speaker V Visit 

Duration of 
lessons 

3 hours (unless otherwise 
stated) 

 IS Independent 
study 

WE Work 
experience 

Links to other units      

• Unit 4: Pre-production Portfolio 
• Unit 9: App Production 
• Unit 10: Film Production 
• Unit 11: Radio Production 
• Unit 12: Website Production 
• Unit 13: Digital Games Production 
• Unit 14: Digital Magazine Production 
• Unit 15: Advertising Production 
• Unit 18: Storyboarding for Digital Media 
• Unit 19: Scriptwriting 
• Unit 26: Writing Copy 
• Unit 30: Page Layout and Design for Digital   

Media. 
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Lesson Topic Lesson 
type Suggested activities Classroom resources 

Topic A: Rationale for ideas in response to a commission 
1 Introduction to 

unit and external 
assessment 
model  

 
 

• Tutor presentation: Show learners examples of 
the commissioning process. Outline of the 
interactions with clients. 

• Explain the structure of the assessment, i.e. 
external assessment. 

o Review of Sample Assessment Material or 
past papers. 

o Student skills audit around ability to create 
materials for pre-production 
(storyboard/budget sheets/production 
schedule/pitch delivery etc.). 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ 
commissioning 
http://www.channel4.com/info/ 
commissioning/4producers 
Materials for note taking. 

 

2 A1 Use of 
research and 
background 
material 

IS  
 

• Tutor presentation: Give examples of briefs with 
associated research. 

o Analysing data from charts – tutor to set 
comprehension tasks around data. 

o Setting expectations of target audience from 
data. Discussions around types of target 
audience. 

• Individual activity: Profiling exercise for target 
audience demographic (learners to create profiles 
of users of the end product in terms of lifestyle, 
preferences, hobbies and interests).  

Tutor to provide example of 
secondary research to give briefs 
context – charity press releases may 
be a good source for this e.g. 
http://www.barnardos.org.uk/ 
news/press_releases.htm 

3 A2 
Understanding 
the client/ 
commission 

IS  
GS 

 

• Tutor presentation: Give examples of fictional 
industry briefs or real life clients from the 
learners' local community. 

• Individual activity: Learners to prepare for 
meeting with client/speaker by means of a short 
discussion outlining the information that they 

Guest speaker/client to provide brief 
to learners. 
 
 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.channel4.com/info/
http://www.barnardos.org.uk/
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need from the meeting. 
• Meeting and Q&A session with the client (or tutor 

in role if no client is available). 
• Learners to collate information from discussion 

and present a summary of the needs of the client 
in a follow up email. 

o Learners to identify information that they 
still need to obtain. 

• Learners to create aide memoires for meetings 
that prompts them to ask for all information from 
a client, which should include: 

o  budget 
o timescale 
o delivery platform 
o target audience 
o purpose of product 
o identity of organisation 
o partners.  

Materials for note taking. 

4 A2 
Understanding 
the client/ 
commission 

IS 
 
 

• Individual activity: Learners continue to collate 
information from discussion and present a 
summary of the needs of the client in a follow-up 
email. 

• Learners to identify information that they still 
need to obtain. 

• Learners continue to create aide memoires for 
meetings that prompts them to ask for all 
information from a client.  

Templates for learners. 
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5 A3 Ideas 
generation 

 
 
 

• Group activity: Give a range of briefs to the 
class with each learner required to give an outline 
of an idea (max 1 x side of A4) for each brief. 

• Criteria should be assembled for choosing each 
commission (clients and tutor can be involved in 
setting criteria). 

Examples of real or simulated client 
briefs. 
Materials for note taking. 
 

6 A3 Ideas 
generation 

IS  
 

• Individual presentations: Learners present the 
top five ideas for each brief and vote on the most 
appropriate solution for each. 

• Individual activity: Final ideas are written up by 
learners into an appropriate proposal for each 
brief. 
 

Materials for note taking. 
 

7 A4 The rationale 
for the final idea 

 
 

• Individual activity: Learners prepare to present 
their final ideas and by collating the rationale 
behind their approach. 

• Debate: Discuss different approaches to the same 
brief (e.g. Group A present their idea and their 
rationale to support it, followed by Group B etc.). 

• Tutor-led activity: Create a template for 
preparing a rationale for an idea. 

 
 

8 A4 The rationale 
for the final idea 

IS  
IS 
RS 

• Individual activity: Learners write up their 
rationale document. 

• Individual tutorials: Tutor to ascertain learners’ 
ability in preparing evidence of their 
understanding of the brief and providing a 
rationale for their ideas.  

 
 
 

Materials for note taking. 
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Topic B: Developing a response to the commission 
9 B1 The pitch  

 
• Individual presentations: Individually, learners 

present the chosen idea that they are going to 
create a pitch for (from those generated in the 
activities above). 

• Workshop: Learners create mind maps of the 
selling points of their ideas, creating a list of 
points to include in a pitch document. 

• Tutor-led activity: Tutor reviews an existing 
industry pitch document with the group.  

Materials for note taking. 
 
 
Existing pitches: 
http://www.theguardian.com/ 
tv-and-radio/interactive/2013/ 
sep/25/reader-tv-pitch-review  

10 B1 The pitch IS  
 

• Individual activity: Learners create an 
annotated template for the pitch including 
explanations of typical content, considerations of 
style, mode of address, use of persuasive 
language. 

• Individual presentations: Learners research, 
prepare and deliver a presentation of their 
templates and the key elements of good pitches 
with reference to real-life examples. 

Materials for note taking. 
 

11 B1 The pitch  IS  
 

• Writing workshop: Learners should be given the 
same information and idea and all write a 250 
word pitch, then share these with the class to 
discuss the most successful outcomes. 

• Individual activity: Learners write the pitch for 
their idea in a controlled assessment – they 
should be given 45 minutes to create the final 
version. 

• Individual presentations: Learners present 
their pitches to the group. 

• Peer assessment activity: Learners evaluate 
the positives of each pitch and use the Sample 
Assessment Material Mark Scheme to give an 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/
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indicative grade for each learner (with guidance 
indicative grade (with guidance from the tutor). 

• Individual activity: Learners create action plans 
to improve their pitch-writing skills. 

12 B2 The proposal   
 

• Tutor presentation: Present the elements of 
industry proposal documents using examples. 

• Small-group activity: Each group should be 
given different examples of proposals and be 
asked to present back the components of the 
proposal to the group. 

Proposal examples: 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/ 
commissioning/site/e-
Commissioning_user_ 
guide_proposals.pdf 

13 B2 The proposal   
IS 

• Individual activity: Learners prepare a template 
document to include all of the required elements 
and information. 

• Individual presentations: Proposal templates 
are presented, discussed and revised. 

Materials for note taking. 
 

14 B2 The proposal  IS  
 

• Tutor-led activity: Proposal writing walkthrough 
– tutor leads a collaborative session where the 
group agree the content for a proposal to 
demonstrate the language, style and mode of 
address of these documents. 

• Individual activity: Learners should write a 
proposal document based on their successful pitch 
idea, using their template, within controlled 
assessment conditions (they should be given 45 
minutes to prepare the proposal). 

 

15 B2 The proposal  IS  
 

• Individual presentations: Learners present 
their proposals to the group. 

• Peer assessment activity: Learners should 
evaluate the positives of each proposal and use 
the Sample Assessment Material Mark Scheme to 
give an indicative grade for each learner (with 

 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/
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guidance from the tutor). 
• Individual activity: Learners create action plans 

to improve their proposal writing. 
16 B1 The pitch 

B2 The proposal 
RS 
 

• Individual tutorials: Tutor to ascertain learners’ 
ability in preparing evidence of their 
understanding of the brief and providing pitches 
and proposal documents for their ideas.  

 

Topic C: Operational considerations of the proposal 
17 C1 Production 

considerations 
IS  
 

• Tutor-led activity: Review of planning 
documentation and pre-production paperwork led 
by tutor. Learners to create a list of templates 
that they require to support their solutions to a 
brief. 

• Individual activity: Learners to research and 
source examples of production paperwork 
examples and present back to the group.  

http://www.ipa.co.uk/ 
Document/A-Guide-to-Production-
Post-Production-and-Glossary-of-
Terms- 

18 C1 Production 
considerations 
Scheduling/ 
resources 

 
 

• Production scheduling workshop: Learners to 
be given a production scenario with dates and 
content requirements and each small group of 
learners should produce a schedule for production. 

• Review: Group production schedules are 
reviewed and differences or omissions discussed.  

Materials for note taking. 
 

19 C1 Production 
considerations/ 
Scheduling 
template 

IS  
 

• Tutor-led discussion: Discuss common timings 
for activities and usual provision for contingencies. 

• Individual activity: Learners produce their own 
scheduling /call sheet/location form templates to 
use on other units as well as in the external 
assessment. 

Materials for note taking. 
 

20 C1 Production 
considerations/ 
Budgeting 

IS  
 

• Budgeting workshop: Tutor presents a 
production scenario that has equipment and crew 
hire considerations and learners research industry 

https://www.bectu.org.uk/ 
advice-resources/rates 

http://www.ipa.co.uk/
https://www.bectu.org.uk/
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exercise rates. 
• Individual activity: Production schedule supplied 

by tutor – learners work individually to create a 
working budget for the scenario. 

• Individual presentations: Budgets are shared 
and discrepancies are discussed among the group. 

• Consensus on a realistic budget should be agreed. 

 
http://www.gearhousebroadcast.com/ 
uk/rate-card 

21 C1 Production 
considerations 
Budgeting 
template 

IS  
 

• Individual activity: Learners create a budgeting 
template and rate card to use in productions for 
other units and for the external assessment. 

• Indivdual presentations: Rate cards and 
templates are presented to the rest of the group, 
discussed and revised. 

Materials for note taking. 
 
 

22 C2 Content 
considerations 
Regulation 

IS  
 

• Tutor presentation: Tutor lecture on the codes 
of practice associated with different media 
sectors. 

• Individual activity: Learners should be given a 
content scenario and then required to research 
the associated code of practice to find out what is 
and what is not permissible for production (e.g. 
tutor gives a scenario of filming a scene for a 
broadcast documentary in a school and asks the 
learners to look at the Ofcom Broadcasting Code 
to discern what considerations they would need to 
have while filming).  

 
 
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/ 
broadcasting/broadcast-
codes/broadcast-code/ 
 
https://www.asa.org.uk/cap/ 

23 C2 Content 
considerations 
Regulation 

 
 

• Tutor-led discussion: Tutor to make learners 
aware of the current copyright legislation. 

• Discussion: Learners discuss the implications of 
using a series of logos, images and music as part 
of a production. 

• Workshop: Learners define the process they 
would go through to obtain permissions through 

https://www.prsformusic.com/ 
https://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/ 
 

http://www.gearhousebroadcast.com/
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/
https://www.prsformusic.com/
https://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/
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agencies such as MCPS (Mechanical Copyright 
Protection Society). 

• Individual presentations: Learners should each 
present and discuss their approaches to obtaining 
permissions to a range of copyrighted material. 

24 C2 Content 
considerations 
Ethical 
considerations 

I 
 

• Tutor presentation: Tutor lecture on ethical 
considerations of production. 

• Individual activity: Learners write up examples 
of their own work and explain how they had to 
consider privacy, fairness, taste and decency, and 
equality and diversity when devising their 
productions. 

• Individual presentations: Learners present 
their examples of applying ethical considerations 
to ideas, followed by discussions 

• Individual activity: Using a tutor-generated 
scenario for a writing task, each learner should 
write a letter to a commissioner in response to 
their concerns about an ethical issue in a 
production scenario provided by the tutor. 

 
 
 

25 C1 Production 
considerations 
C2 Content 
considerations  

RS  
 

• Individual tutorials: Tutor to ascertain learners’ 
ability in preparing evidence of their ability to 
provide production management paperwork and 
apply ethical considerations to ideas. 

 

Topic D: Presentation of creative ideas 
26 D1 Written and 

visual 
communication 
Storyboarding  

 
 

• Tutor presentation: Tutor-led discussion on how 
to create a visual representation of a creative idea 
(e.g. storyboard for games and moving image or 
thumbnail layout for print). Learners should list 
the anatomy of a visual representation (i.e. the 
elements of a storyboard), to include: 

http://lfs.org.uk/documents/ 
storyboard_1.pdf 
 
Drawing materials. 

http://lfs.org.uk/documents/
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o  cell number 
o  image 
o  audio consideration 
o  description 
o  flow arrows 
o  camera movements 
o  duration. 

• Speed drawing workshop: Learners should be 
required to sketch their ideas in minimal time 
(e.g. 10 seconds to sketch a cell in a storyboard/ 
20 seconds to sketch the layout of an A5 flyer) to 
create a base to provide more detailed drawings. 
Through this repeated activity, Learners develop 
their skills in producing sketched outlines of ideas. 
This session should be tailored to the media sector 
that the learners most work in and will be likely to 
use during the examination. It might be that 
separate subgroups in the cohort work across 
different sectors. This should also inform and call 
upon the work done when representing ideas in 
other practical units. 

27 D1 Written and 
visual 
communication 

IS  
 

• Individual activity: Learners to create a detailed 
visual representation (e.g. storyboard) with full 
annotation and explanation of an existing media 
product (e.g. music video), chosen by the tutor to 
reflect the sector in which the learners are 
working. 

• Individual activity: Learners to create their 
documentation and present this to the group – 
learners given one hour to provide a final version 
under controlled assessment conditions.  

Materials for note taking. 
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28 D1 Written and 
visual 
communication 

IS  
 

• Individual activity: Learners should create 
templates and checklists for their visual 
representations that can be used in connected 
units for their practical work and to revise for their 
external examination. 

• Group activity: Templates should be shared with 
learners working within the same sector and 
discussed and modified. 

Materials for note taking. 
 
Storyboard templates. 

29 D2 The 
treatment 

IS  
 

• Workshop: On writing justifications of visual 
representations of ideas. Professional examples 
should be shared and discussed. Learners 
should justify the stylistic decisions in a visual 
representation of a product. 

• Individual activity: Learners undertake an 
exercise on writing stylistic justifications for 
ideas. 

• Individual presentations: Learners present 
their justifications to group. 

Materials for note taking. 
 

30 D1 Written and 
visual 
communication 

IS  
 

• Scriptwriting workshops: Tutor-led discussion 
on different formats for media scripts. 

• Individual activity: Learners should develop 
script templates to use in their production work in 
connected units. 

• Learners provide a script for an existing product 
and then compare with a professional example.  

Example scripts: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ 
writersroom/ 

31 D2 The 
treatment 

IS  
 

• Individual activity: Learners write a script for 
their developed idea in controlled assessment 
conditions (one hour). 

• Individual presentations: Learners create 
accompanying justification document and share 
these with the group. 

Materials for note taking. 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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32 D1 Written and 
visual 
communication 
D2 The 
treatment  

RS 
IS 

• Individual tutorials: Tutor to ascertain learners’ 
ability in preparing visual representations of their 
ideas and providing justifications of their stylistic 
decisions. 

 

33 Revision learning 
aim A 

RS • Revision session: Recap of learning aim A. 
• Learners to practise writing a rationale of their 

understanding of a given brief and associated 
research from a tutor-provided stimulus. 

Tutor to provide a brief and 
associated research stimulus from 
press release or similar. 

34 Revision learning 
aim B 

RS • Revision session: Recap of learning aim B. 
• Learners to practise their pitch and proposal 

writing from the brief given by the tutor in the 
previous session. 

 

35 Revision learning 
aim C 

RS • Revision session: Recap of learning aim C. 
• Learners to practise developing production 

paperwork and creating an explanation of the 
legal, ethical and regulatory considerations 
surrounding the project. 

 

36 Revision learning 
aim D 

RS • Revision session: Recap of learning aim D. 
• Individual activity: Learners to create 

storyboards, thumbnail layouts and scripts for 
their ideas. 

• Learners to provide a written justification of their 
stylistic and content decisions for this project. 

 

PART A – Paper Released 
37 Pre-exam 

preparation Part 
A 

IS • Individual research: Learners will be provided 
with a commission for a media product. This will 
be released two weeks before the written 
assessment task. Learners should carry our 
research activities into the subject to prepare for 
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Part B of the assessment. 

38 Pre-exam 
preparation Part 
A 

IS • Individual research: Learners continue to 
research in preparation for Part B of the 
assignment. 

 

PART B – Paper Released 
39 Part B exam AW • Assignment writing: Learners will have 5 hours 

in controlled assessment conditions to complete 
the assignment brief. 

 

40 Part B exam AW • Assignment writing: Learners to complete the 
assessment in controlled conditions. 

 


